The idea of a discrete w(x, y) =v(x, y) quasigroup is given along with a generalization of A. Sade's singular direct product. These notions are then used to construct certain types of quasigroups.
1. Introduction. In [5] A. Sade gives a construction for quasigroups which he calls the singular direct product. In [2] this construction is generalized and used to construct quasigroups orthogonal to their transposes. In this paper we give a different generalization of the singular direct product and use this construction to obtain some general results on the constructability of certain types of quasigroups. These results are an improvement on the results obtained in [3] . One of the consequences of our results is an algebraic generalization of Moore's construction for Steiner triple systems [4] . All quasigroups considered in this paper will be finite.
2. Preliminaries. Let ( V, Q) be an idempotent quasigroup and Q a set. For each vE F let o(v) be a binary operation on Qso that (Q, o(v)) is a quasigroup. Further, suppose that PÇ.Q is such that all of the operations o(v) agree on P and that (P, o(v)) is a subquasigroup of (Q, 0(0)). Let ® be a binary operation on P' = Q\P so that (P', ®) is a quasigroup. On the set P\J(P'X V) define a binary operation ® as follows:
The quasigroup so constructed will be denoted by VXQioiv), P,P'®). The singular direct product defined here differs from the singular direct product as defined by Sade [5] in that Sade's construction has o(v) =o(w») for all v, w in V. We will denote Sade's singular direct product by FXÖ(o(»)=o(w), P, P'®).
The following notions will be necessary for what follows. They can be found in [3] .
Let F be the free groupoid on two generators x and y. The components of a word w(x, y) of F are defined by:
(1) if the length of w(x, y) is 1, the only component of w(x, y) is w(x, y), and (2) if the length of w(x, y) is â2, the components of w(x, y) are w(x, y) and the components of w(x, y) and z»(x, y), where w(x, y) = m(x, y)vix, y).
Let Ç be a quasigroup such that if ¿(x, y) =íi(x, y)¿2(x, y) is any component of w(x, y) of length at least 2 and a?¿b are any two elements of Q, then ¿i(a, b)9*kia, b). Such a quasigroup is called a discrete w(x, y)-quasigroup.
If Q is a discrete w(x, y) and u(x, y)-quasigroup and satisfies the identity 7í;(x, y)=z>(x, y), Q is called a discrete w(x, y) =u(x, y)-quasigroup. 3 . Construction of quasigroups using the singular direct product VXQioiv), P,P'®). Theorem 1. The singular direct product VXQioiv), P, P'®) as given in the definition contains an isomorphic copy of each of the quasigroups iQ, oiv)) and at least as many copies of (F, O) as there are idempotents in (P', ® ) which are also idempotent in each of iQ, oiv)). Furthermore, VXQioiv), P, P'®) has order viq-p)+p, where »-I V\,q=\Q\,andp=\P\.
Proof. For each vEV, (PU(J"X {»}), ©) is isomorphic to iQ, oiv)). Similarly if p'EP', p'®P' = p', and p' oiv) p' = p' for all vE V, then ( {p'} X V, ©) is isomorphic to (F, G).
Theorem 2. If (F, O) is idempotent and a discrete w(x, y) =i/(x, y) quasigroup, iQ, o(o)) satisfies w{x, y) =i»(x, y)/or all vE V, and (P', ® ) satisfies «>(x, y)=n(x, y), ¿&e» FXÖ(o(»), P, P'®) satisfies w(x, y) = ü(x, y). Furthermore, VXQioiv), P, P'® ) contains a copy of each of iQ, oiv)) and at least as many copies of (F, O) as there are idempotents in (P', ®) which are also idempotents in each of iQ, o(o)). Furthermore, VXQioiv), P, P'®) has order viq-p)+p, where v=\ V\, q=\Q\, and p=\P\.
Proof. Let a, bEP[J(P'XV).
If a, bEPV(P'x{v}) for some vEV, since (PVJ (P'X 4. Construction of Steiner quasigroups. In [3] the question was raised as to whether the singular direct product could be used to construct Steiner quasigroups of all orders =1 or 3 (mod 6). The following theorem shows that this is the case. Let Qi, Q2, and Q3 be three Steiner triple systems of the same order such that Qir\Q2 = Q2r\Q3 = QzC\Qi = P, where P is a subsystem of order p of Qi, Q%, Qz-If q>3p, it is possible to con-struct on the set Qi^JQi^JQs a Steiner triple system Q of order 3q -2p such that Q\, Q2, Q3 are the only subsystems of Q of order q. Now, Doyen's theorem is the special case of Theorem 3 taking (F, G) to be Steiner quasigroup of order 3. Because of this it seems plausible, at least to the author, to make the following conjecture.
Conjecture.
In the statement of Theorem 3, if q>vp, then the only subquasigroups of VXQioiv), P, P'®) oí order q are the copies of iQ, oiv)) for each vE V.
Doyen uses his theorem to obtain results on the number of nonisomorphic Steiner triple systems of certain orders [l] . Verification of the above conjecture should sharpen these results.
One might also investigate the number of subquasigroups of order q in the statement of Theorem 2.
Added in proof. The above conjecture has recently been verified by Tina Straley (Notices Amer. Math. Soc. 17 (1970), 1023).
